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ABSTRACT 

Many practical situations involve a response variable Y and covariates X, where data on (Y, X) 
are incomplete for some portion of a sample of individuals. We consider two general types of 
pseudolikelihood estimation for problems in which missingness may be response-related. These 
are typically simpler to implement than ordinary maximum likelihood, which in this context is 
semiparametric. Asymptotics for the pseudolikelihood methods are presented, and simulations 
conducted to investigate the methods for an important class of problems involving lifetime data. 
Our results indicate that for these problems the two methods are effective and comparable with 
respect to efficiency. 

RESUME 

Plusieurs situations pratiques impliquent une variable de reponse Y et des covariables X, ou 
les donn6es sur (Y, X) sont incompletes pour une certaine portion d'un 6chantillon d'individus. 
Nous consid6rons deux types g6enraux d'estimation de pseudo-vraisemblance pour des problemes 
dans lesquels I'absence de donnees peut etre reli6e a la reponse. Ceux-ci sont typiquement plus 
faciles a mettre en pratique que le maximum de vraisemblance ordinaire, qui, dans ce contexte, 
est semiparametrique. Nous pr6sentons les propri6ets asymptotiques pour les m6thodes de pseudo- 
vraisemblance, ainsi que les simulations effectu6es pour 6tudier les m6thodes pour une classe 
importante de problemes impliquant des donn6es de dur6e de vie. Nos r6sultats indiquent que, 
pour ces problemes, les deux methodes sont efficaces et comparables quant a leur efficacite. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General Introduction. 

There are many practical situations involving a response variable Y and covariates X 
where the data on (Y, X) are incomplete for some portion of a sample of individuals. 
This may happen because of systematic features of the data collection process, or because 
some observations are randomly missing. For example, see Little and Rubin (1987) 
for a general discussion and many examples of missing data, Kalbfleisch and Lawless 
(1988a) and Hu and Lawless (1996) for response-biased failure-time data, Breslow and 
Cain (1988) and Reilly and Pepe (1995) for incomplete data in case-control and other 
epidemiologic problems, Wild (1991) for categorical response data, and Rubin (1987) 
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for missing data in sample surveys. Heitjan and Rubin (1991) define the concept of 
coarsening to encompass a wide variety of incomplete data scenarios, including missing 
data, grouped data and censored data. There are several types of estimation procedures 
for incomplete data, including maximum-likelihood or Bayesian methods (e.g., Little and 
Rubin 1987, Heitjan and Rubin 1991), various types of pseudolikelihoods or estimating 
functions (e.g., Breslow and Cain 1988; Kalbfleisch and Lawless 1988a, b; Wild 1991; 
Reilly and Pepe 1995; Robins et al. 1994, 1995), and data augmentation or imputation 
(e.g., Rubin 1987; Tanner and Wong 1987). Carroll et al. (1995, Ch. 9) provide a lucid 
review of recent work. 

Aside from a few important topics like retrospective or choice-based sampling with 
categorical responses (e.g., Hsieh et al. 1985, Breslow and Cain 1988, Wild 1991), there 
have been few comparisons of methods, and little guidance is available concerning best 
methods for specific types of problems. Robins et al. (1994, 1995) described a general 
methodology for asymptotically efficient estimation when covariate data are missing, but 
implementation and investigation of their methods in many practical contexts is difficult. 
The purpose of this article is to describe a general framework that includes many missing- 
data problems, and to discuss two quite general types of pseudolikelihood estimation. 
We then study a class of problems that arise in connection with lifetime data analysis, 
and compare ordinary and pseudolikelihood methods. 

Suppose that (response, covariates) pairs (Y, X) are generated from a distribution with 
density or probability function 

f(ylx; 9)g(x), yE Y, x EX, (1) 
and that our objective is to make inferences about the p x 1 parameter 0 E 0. We 
wish to avoid parametric assumptions about g(x) and the corresponding distribution 
function G(x), as is common in regression problems. We consider situations in which 
for a randomly generated set of observations (yi,xi), i = 1,...,N, some or all of the 
covariate vector xi is missing for a portion of the observations. We also allow for some 
incompleteness in the observation of Y: the observation on the ith response is assumed 
to be of the form Yi E Bi C y, where Bi may or may not depend on xi. If Bi depends 
on xi and some or all components of xi are missing, then Bi may not be fully known; 
this occurs in the example below and in the model of Section 1.2. 

EXAMPLE (Censored lifetime data with missing covariates). There are numerous situations 
involving lifetime data where covariate values are missing for individuals whose lifetimes 
Yi are censored. For example, in reliability studies of manufactured products under 
warranty, a product which fails at time yi after sale is reported to the manufacturer 
and covariates zi are recorded, provided that yi is less than a censoring time ti which 
depends on the date of sale of the product and the length of the warranty coverage 
(e.g., Kalbfleisch and Lawless 1988a, Hu and Lawless 1996). However, if yi > Ti, the 
values of the covariates zi (and possibly also xi) are not known. Similar problems arise 
in epidemiology, for example when ages at onset of a childhood disease and associated 
covariates are obtained for children with onset before a certain time, but not for others. In 
the notation used above, Bi = {y: y > i } for a censored lifetime. If Ti is not observed, 
then Bi is not known. 

Let 01 denote the index set of observations for which information about xi is not 
missing, and 02 the index set of observations for which it is. Then {1,..., n} = 01 UO2. 
We assume that the following likelihood function is valid: 

L(0, G) = 17 P( Yi E Bixi,; O) dG(xi) HJ P( Yi E Bi.xobs; 0) dG(xbs), (2) 
iEO1 iE02 
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where for i E 02, Xi is partitioned as xi = (x?bs, xTiS) to correspond to the parts of xi that 
are observed and missing, respectively. For simplicity we assume that all observations 
of units in 02 have the same components of x missing, and use G(.) to denote the 
distribution of either xi or x?bs, it being clear from the argument which is referred to. 
Here and elsewhere we also often suppress notationally the fact that P( Yi E Bi) and other 
quantities depend on G(.) as well as 0. For a discussion of conditions under which (2) 
is valid, see Heitjan and Rubin (1991). Note that with regard to the observations with 
i E 02 we have 

P( Yi E Bi\x?bS; 0) = P( Yi C Bixi; 0) dG(xmix?bs), (3) 

where G(xmTiSxibs) is the conditional distribution of xmiS given x?bs. 

Although we are interested in estimation of 0, the terms (3) depend on the distribution 
G(.) of the covariates, and by writing L(, G) in (2) we recognize this dependency. 
Semiparametric maximum likelihood, in which (2) is maximized jointly with respect to 
0 and G(.), is usually complicated, and we seek other methods. We now describe two 
approaches that may be applied in many settings. First, write the logarithm of (2) as 

1(O; G)= E log P( Yi E Bilxi)+ E log P( Yi e Bi xbs) (4) 
iEOi iE02 

plus a constant that depends only on G(.) and the xi's. The semicolon in 1(; G) indicates 
that we wish to estimate 0 but that G(.) is a nuisance parameter. If G(-) were known, 
then we could use the estimating equation S(O; G) = -1(0; G)la/ = 0 to estimate 0. 
The first approach is to obtain an empirical estimate G of G from the available data, and 
to employ the estimating equation 

PS(O)= S(O; G)= 0. (5) 

Generalizing the terminology of Gong and Samaniego (1981) for parametric problems, we 
refer to 1(O; G) as a pseudologlikelihood and to PS(0) of (5) as a pseudoscore function. 
This idea has been used in various contexts (e.g., Carroll and Wand 1991; Pepe and 
Fleming 1991). 

The second approach is to replace the second term in (4) with another type of estimate, 
by considering the complete data loglikelihood 

lc(O) = E log P( Yi E Bilxi) + E log P( Yi E BiIxi). (6) 
iEOI iEO2 

Some of the information needed for the second term is missing, so we estimate it, given 
the observed data. In many cases this is done by estimating the expectation of the term 
with missing data, given the observed data. This idea has also been employed in various 
contexts (e.g., Suzuki 1985a, b, Kalbfleisch and Lawless 1988a, b, Wild 1991, Reilly and 
Pepe 1995, Robins et al. 1994, 1995, Hu and Lawless 1996). 

The incomplete data must arise in an appropriate way in order for either of the methods 
to be used. Moreover, there are different ways to implement the general approaches de- 
scribed, and conditions that ensure the proper behaviour of estimators will vary according 
to the model and type of data. The objective of this article is to study one type of problem 
in some detail: the situation considered is one in which a response time Y and associ- 
ated covariates X for individuals in a population or sample are observed differentially 
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according to whether Y satisfies a certain condition (e.g., is less than a certain value). 
This problem is worth studying for several reasons: it is of considerable practical impor- 
tance; it allows approaches of the two general types described above; there are feasible 
"ordinary" likelihood methods with which the pseudolikelihood estimation techniques 
may be compared. 

1.2. A Specific Model Involving Missing Data. 

We now describe a framework that covers problems like that in the preceding section. 
For each individual i in a random sample or population P = {1,...,M}, there is an 
associated set Ai, which may depend on xi. If Yi is not in Ai, then both yi and xi are 
observed; if Yi is in Ai then we know this, but we do not know the values of Yi, xi, 
and perhaps Ai. In many applications Ai = {y : y > Ti}, where ti is a censoring time 
that may be considered part of the covariate vector xi. Assuming that the pairs (yi,xi), 
i = 1,...,M, come from (1), these data, referred to as the primary data, produce the 
likelihood function 

Li(e, G) = f(yilxi; ) dG(xi) P( Yi E Ai; 0). (7) 
iEOI iE02 

We denote by 10l I = m and 1021 = M - m the sizes of 01 and 02, respectively. 
The primary data are often supplemented by an additional sample that provides 

information about G(.), especially in applications when m/M is small (Kalbfleisch 
and Lawless 1988a, b, Prentice 1986). We consider two types of supplementary data: 
(i) followup samples, where a random subsample Sf of nf units in 02 is selected, and 
their xi values obtained; (ii) independent samples, where a random independent sample 
Ss = {x : j = 1,...,ns} is obtained from G(x) in some way. Both approaches are 
commonly used in fields such as reliability and epidemiology (e.g., Hsieh et al. 1985, 
Suzuki 1985a, b, Kalbfleisch and Lawless 1988a, b). The combined primary data and 
supplementary data produce the likelihood functions 

Lc(o,G)=L L(0, G)J J 
P( Yi EAi; e) (8) 

iESf 
w I () 4, P( Y' E Ai, (8) 

-= J f(yilxi; 0) dG(xi) 
iEOi 

x J P( Yi EAixi; 0)dG(xi) H P(Yi EAi; 0) (9) 
iES] iE02\Sf 

and 
Ls(0, G) = L (0, G) f dG(xj), (10) 

jES' 

respectively, for the cases of followup and independent supplementary samples. Note that 
(9) and (10) are both special cases of the likelihood (2). 

The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe how to make infer- 
ences about 0 based on the two types of data. In particular, pseudolikelihood estimating 
equations are obtained for each situation, and the possibilities for maximum-likelihood 
estimation are also noted. Section 3 provides asymptotic theory for the pseudolikelihood 
methods. In Section 4 we consider a class of censored response-time problems like those 
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described in the preceding example, in which case Ai = { y :y > zi}; simulation is used 
to study and compare different methods of estimation. Section 5 concludes with some 
comments on related work. 

2. LIKELIHOOD AND PSEUDOLIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 

We now describe several approaches to the estimation of 0 under the observation 
schemes described in Section 1.2. We consider the case where there are no supplementary 
data, and then each type of supplementary data. 

2.1. No Supplementary Data. 

If there are no supplementary data, then one way to estimate 0 is to use only the data 
of the items in 01, and consider a likelihood function based on the distribution of Yi, 
given that Yi , Ai and xi: 

LT(H)= 1 
f( 

Yi.xi; H) (II) rL p( Yi ( Ailxi; 0)' iEOi 

In many contexts, the estimates obtained by maximizing (11) are too imprecise to be 
very useful (e.g., Kalbfleisch and Lawless 1988a, Hu and Lawless 1996), and in some 
cases (e.g., Wild 1991) they are completely uninformative. 

Another approach is to maximize (7) jointly with respect to 0 and G(-). The pro- 
file likelihood L1(0,G(-; )), where G(-; ) is the nonparametric maximum-likelihood 
estimate of G(-) based on (7) for given 0, can be used for inferences about 0. This 
estimation procedure is computationally complex and in contexts like those of Section 4 
does not perform much better than (11). 

In many practical situations it is highly desirable to have supplementary information 
about G(-), in order to get reasonably precise inferences about 0. We now discuss the 
two situations introduced in Section 1.2. 

2.2. With Supplementary Data. 

(a) Construction of pseudolikelihood estimating functions. 
In Section 1.1 two approaches to the construction of estimating functions were de- 

scribed; we now apply them to the problems described in Section 1.2. The first approach 
is the one represented by (5). We take the score function for 0 based on (7), S(0;G), 
and insert an estimate G(.) for G(-) that is based on observed data, but not necessarily 
obtained by maximization of any of (7), (9) or (10). This produces an estimating function 
of the form (5): 

PS(0) = S(O; G) 

a logf(Yilxi ; 0) 
iEO1 

+ a log JfP( 
Yi Alxi = x; 0) 

d(12)(x) 

Note that S(; G) is also the 0-score for the likelihood (10) based on the primary and 
independent supplementary data. It is not the -score for the analogous likelihood (9) in 
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the case of supplementary followup data. However, because it has a simpler form and 
performs well, we use (12) with both types of supplementary data. 

The second approach discussed in Section 1.1 is based on estimation of a "complete" 
data loglikelihood (6), obtained by replacing the terms P( Yi C Ai; 0 ), i E 02, in (7) with 
P( Yi E Ailxi; 0). This gives the score function 

cs(e) alo gf (ylxi; 0) + Y- a log P( Yi Aix; ) (13) CS(9) L + Z(13) 
iEOi iEO2 

_ a lo1gf(yilxi; O) a log P( Yi E Ailxi; 0)) 
V a0 ae 

iEOi 

(14) a log P(Yi e Ai|xi; ) (14) 
iEP 

where the second term of (14), denoted by U(O), involves missing data. An estimating 
function of the form 

ES() = E 1a og (yilxi; ) a log P(Yi Ailxi; 0) ) ( 
iEOi 

is then used, where 

U(0) a log P(Yi E Ailxi x; ) dG(x) (16) 

with G(.) an estimate of G(-), as earlier. 

(b) Implementation with supplementary followup data. 
A random followup sample of individuals in 02 can be taken in various ways. We 

consider a simple random sample without replacement of nf = pf(M - m) items from 
the M - m ones in 02; pf is a prespecified positive constant. The methods below may 
be adapted to other schemes. 

To implement (12), we consider the estimator 

Gf(x) M= GfA(x)+ Yi E Ai), (17) M GM 

where G(x[Yi Y Ai) and Gf(x|Yi E Ai) are the empirical distribution functions based on 
{xi : i E 0l} and {xi : i E Sf}, respectively. Inserting ff(.) in (12) yields PS(8). 

To implement (15) we use (16) with G(-) given by (17). This gives the same result as if 
we estimated the second term of (13) by the average over Sf of a log P( Yi E Ai Ix,; 8 )/a9. 
The pseudoscore function obtained is 

ESf(o) = a logf(yixij; 0) + 
- m a log P( Yi E Ailxi; 0) 

ESf (0 o nf Z 9(18) 
iEO1 iESf 

Maximum-likelihood methods can also be used to estimate 0. One approach is to 
maximize (9) jointly with respect to 0 and G(-). This is rather complex, though an 
extension of the method of Scott and Wild (1997) may be applied. An alternative (e.g., 
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Kalbfleisch and Lawless 1988a, Wild 1991) is obtained by noting that a likelihood 
function is available for a related situation, and may be used more generally to give 
estimating functions. If each item in 02 were sampled with probability pf independently 
[Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988a) call this a Bernoulli sampling scheme], we could obtain 
an exact conditional likelihood based on the probability of the ith datum, given that item 
i is in either 01 or Sf: 

Lf(0) =n f(yilxi)R'i{PfP( 
Yi E Aioxi)}R2i (9) 

j,E {P( Yi | Ai Ixi) + pfP( Yi E Ai Xi)}Ri ( 

where Ri = Rli + R2i, and Rli and R2i are indicators of whether i is in 01 and Sf, 
respectively. It can be verified that a log Lf /a remains an unbiased estimating function 
for 0 under random sampling without replacement. Inferences on 0 can then be drawn 
from it. 

(c) Implementation with independent supplementary data. 
Suppose that xj, j E Ss, is a random sample arising from G(x), with size nS = psM > 0. 

Note that pS may be greater than 1; n --+ oo leads to the ideal case where G(-) is known. 
For the first approach we replace the G(.) in (12) with the empirical distribution 

S(x) = s E I(xj < x). (20) 
jESs 

For the second approach we use the independent supplementary sample to estimate the 
sample total U(O) as in (14), and thus obtain an estimating function from (15). 

We do not actually require independence of Ss and P; SS could be selected randomly 
from P (e.g., Prentice 1986). Other sampling mechanisms, such as stratified sampling, 
also work when suitable modifications to estimates of G(-) are made. 

An alternative likelihood method would be to consider the profile likelihood 
L(O9,G(-;O)) based on the combined likelihood function (10), where G(x;0) is the 
nonparametric maximum-likelihood estimate of G(-) from (10). 

In the interests of brevity we will present theoretical and simulation results below only 
for the case of supplementary followup data. Results for independent supplementary data 
are available in Hu (1995) or from the authors. 

3. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES AND VARIANCE ESTIMATION 

3.1. General Asymptotic Results for Pseudolikelihood. 

First we present general results for estimators obtained from (12) or (15). Suppose that 
00 is the true value of the parameter and that it lies in some open subset A of E. Assume 
that 0 < P( Yi E Ai; ) < I if 0 E A and that Ops and OES, obtained from PS(8) = 0 
and ES(8) = 0, are in A almost surely. Finally, denote P(x; 0) = P( Yi E Ailxi = x; 0) 
and P(0) = P( Yi E Ai; ); both are independent of i = 1, ..., M, since the (Yi, Xi)'s are 
assumed to be i.i.d. 

The theorems below establish the consistency and asymptotic normality of Ops and 
OES; proofs are sketched in the Appendix. In the following we use alh/lc' to represent 
the Ith derivative of h( ), where i?h/Ia?0 = h(9 ), and Coz(W, V) to represent the vector 

(Cov(Wl, V), Cov(W2, V) ...,CO(Wq, V))T, 
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where W = (W, W2,...., Wq)T E 4 is a random vector ({.}T denotes the matrix 
transpose), and V a random variable. 

THEOREM 1. Under assumptions (A1)-(A5) of the Appendix, if an estimate G(.) satisfies 

iY1P(0o) WoP(0o) a.s. alP() - -'- O, as M ---oo, (21) 

for I = 0, 1, 2, 3, where P() = f P(x; ) dG(x), then Ops a_ 80. 

THEOREM 2. In addition to assumptions (A1)-(A5) and the condition (21), suppose that 

i (a 'P(o)- P(80o)) 
a 

N(0, Hps,) as M - oo, (22) 

with I = 0, 1. Then v'M(?ps- 0o) is asymptotically normal as M -- oo, with covariance 
matrix 

'Is+ +t (2Sps + Hnps) -', (23) 

where 

ps = im -M Var S(0o; G), _PS = PS,i - ~Ps,oB(eo)T M-+oo AM 

with -PS, = limM-oo COZ {S(0o; G), a'P(eo)/0O'} and B(00) = a log P(8o)/3e, and 

HPs = nps, I - 2Ips,olB(o)T + IIps,oB(0o)B(eo)T 

with lps, = limM, M Var {IP(0o)/1a0 } and Ips,ol = limM-.o M Cov{OaP(0o)/30, 
P(o0)}. 

THEOREM 3. Under assumptions (A1)-(A5) of the Appendix, if 

Y/AEs(0o) a.s. 
a -o 0 as M -oo, (24) 

with I = 0, 1,2, where 

AES(O) = {ES(9) - CS(0)}, (25) M 

then ?ES - O- 

THEOREM 4. In addition to assumptions (Al)-(A5) and the condition (24), suppose that 

V/MAEs(0o) -+ N(0, HEs) as M -> oo. (26) 

Then V/M(?ES - 80) is asymptotically normal as M -o oo, with covariance matrix 

ES + ES '[2'ES + HESi]EI, (27) 

where 

XES lim - ar CS(eo), ES = lim Cou{CS(0o), AES(O)}, M--oo M M-+oo 
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and 
HES = lim M Var AES(Oo). 

M--oo 

We remark that the second term in (23) and (27) may be interpreted as the price for 
using G(-) and U(-), respectively. It vanishes in the ideal cases where either G(-) is known 
or all xi, i E P, are observed. 

3.2. Specific Results and Variance Estimation. 

In this subsection, we check the conditions for the asymptotic properties of the 
estimators proposed in Section 2.2, and consider estimation of their asymptotic variances. 

(a) Estimators Ops Based on PS(O) of (12) 
First, when G(-) is either Gf(-) of (17) or Gs(.) of (20), it is easy to check that the 

conditions (21) and (22) are satisfied. This is because the two estimates of G(-) are a 
linear combination of empirical distributions and an empirical distribution, respectively, 
and nf = pf(M - m) and nS = psM. The consistency and the asymptotic normality of 
the estimator 6ps based on (12) for the two special cases are then ensured by Theorems 
1 and 2. 

To estimate the asymptotic variance (23) of Ops, we notice that 2Ps and a'P(00)/3I', 
I = 1,2, can be consistently estimated by 

- 1 I PS(() P(O) a P( Yi ? Aixi = x; 0) dG(x) 
ps, ) (0) --M 

and 
a= 

respectively, evaluated at Ops, and with G(x) replaced by Gf(x) or Gs(x). In the following, 
we give consistent estimators for lips,, Ips,ol, and PS,I, I = 0, 1, in (23) for the case 
of followup data. Consistent estimators for the asymptotic covariance matrices (23) of 
the estimators are thus obtained. We use the notation 

Var W,= = fWWT dG - w dG fWT dG 

and 

Cov(W, V)=0 = fwvT dG - fw d; vT dG, 

where W and V are functions of a random vector with distribution G(.). 
Variance estimates for Ops are somewhat messy. We have 

al M2jR i + i( P ) v,1(, (28) 
iEtP 

where vi,l(0) = a'P( Yi E AiIxi; )/3el, I = 0, 1; Ril = I(i E Ol) and Ri2 = I(i E Sf), 
i e P. We can see that lps,l, Ips,ol and SPs,I are estimated consistently by fnps,/(ps), 

ips,ol (Ops) and PS,j(Ops), where 

Ilps,/() = 'ar{Vl(9)}lc=/f + (1- ) P var{VI(e)IYi E Ai} (29) 

with V1(O) = V,(Yi,,Xi;) = a'P(Yi m AilXi;o)/ae', varI{V(O)|Yi E Ai} 
Eicsf {Vi,(O )-t(8 )}{vi,l()-v( )}/(nf- 1), and iv/(O) = EiEsf vi,l(O)/nf, I = 0, 1; 
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UPS0 (9) = CoV{VI(9), Vo()}IG=Zf 

i 
m 

\ 

-pfP + 1- 1-Pf &3O'{V1(9),Vo(9)jYj cAil (30) 

with 60-v'V1(0), Vo(9)lYi E Ail = ZiEsf{Vi,I(O)- 0 1(9)}{vI,o(O)i - ,0 (9)}T/(nf - 1); 

1 0 I T 

iEOi iESf 

I Ril ( Ri2)V,I(O)T (31) 
1M PS(O) r ( pf 

(1 

iEP 

with ui(9) = l log f(yi xi; 9)/Ia, and ii(9) = D log P(9)/ai9 16=f, = 0, 1. 

(b) Estimators #Es based on ES(9) of (15). 
It is easy to check that 6f(.) and GS(.) also satisfy the conditions (24) and (26) when 

pf $/ 0 and pS $ 0, respectively, since AES in (25) is a linear combination of sums of 
i.i.d. random variables in each of the two cases. Then the estimator 9ES is consistent 
under the limit M -* cX, and V?M(OES - 00) are asymptotically normal with asymptotic 
variance matrix of form (27). 

Notice that XES in (27) can be consistently estimated by 

1 aES( ) 
m ao 

with G(*) replaced by either &f(.) or Gs(.), and 9ES by a corresponding estimate, 
respectively. We give consistent estimators of HES and PES for the case of followup 
data. 

We have V/_AES(9) = M1' Ei,pq(Ri2/pf - 1)(l - Ri)a log P( Yi E Aijxi;0)/aO. 
Its asymptotic variance matrix IES is consistently estimated by HESf(OES) with 

HESf (0) = I 
-(1 - ) 1 a {V(9)jY, E A ,} (32) 

pf 

where arI{V(9)jYi E Ail = iiESf{IVi(O) - ?(9)}{v1(9)- _V(9)}T/(nf - 1) with 

V(9) = a log P(Y, E Alxi;9)/A9, vi(9) = a log P(Yi E Alxi;9)/Ia, and 
V(9) = EiESf vi(9)/nf. Because E{Ac(0)1(y,,xi) : i E P} = 0, we have 'ES = 0 
in this case. 

4. A COMPARISON OF METHODS 

To study the behaviour of the proposed estimators, and make a comparison of the 
several methods in Section 2, we performed some simulations for a class of incomplete 
response-time problems. This is a special case of the setup in Section 1.2. In the following, 
we describe the class of problems first, and then present the simulation results. 

4. 1. An Incomplete Response-Time Problem. 

We consider the situation where y1 represents a failure time, and y, and covariates zi 
are observed if and only if yi does not exceed an associated censoring time Ti. If yi > Ti, 
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then this fact is known but the values of yi, Ti and zi are not. Problems falling into 
this framework arise in epidemiology and reliability. For example, one way in which the 
field reliability of manufactured products is assessed is through failures reported under 
warranty. Suppose item i is sold at calendar time di and covered by a warranty scheme 
which ensures that a failure occurring before time di + Wi is reported. If we consider a 
population of M items sold by time D, then Yi and associated covariates are observed if 
and only if yi < Ti, where Ti = min(D - di, Wi). Because dates of sale for most products 
di are obtained only when a failure is reported, we do not know either ci or covariate 
values if Yi > Ti. 

This problem corresponds to that described in Section 1.2 if we set xi = (Ti, zi) and 
Ai = { y y > xi}. In many applications yi and ;i are conditionally independent, given zi, 
so that f(yi xi; ) = f (yi i; 0 ). We assume that a population of M observations (Yi, xi), 
i = 1,..., M, is generated from the distribution 

f(y\x; 0) dG(x) =f(ylz; 0) dG(x,z), y>O0, x>0, z E Z. 

Under the observation scheme described, the likelihood function (7) for 0 is 

M-m 

Ll(9) = n f(yi zi; 0) dG(ti, z) ( F(tlz; 0) dG(x, z)) , (33) 
iEOi 

where F(xz; 0) = P( Y > xlz; 0). 
Hu and Lawless (1996) give one method of estimation for this situation, which, in our 

terminology, is an application of the method based on ES(0) of (15). We consider the 
two pseudolikelihood methods discussed in Section 2.2 under followup supplementary 
sampling, and compare these with likelihood methods. 

4.2. Simulations. 

The simulations we performed are based on the Weibull proportional-hazards model, a 
widely used parametric lifetime regression model. We took censoring times and lifetimes 
to be independent and varied their distributions to give heavy to moderate censoring 
(m/M = 0.05 to 0.25). Sample size, parameter values and censoring were chosen to be 
realistic for warranty and field-failure applications like that discussed in Section 5 of Hu 
and Lawless (1996). 

We chose M = 4000, and generated lifetimes yi, i = 1,..., M, from the p.d.f. 

f(yIZi; Po, Di, 5) == Sy8-1e+P1'z exp(--y8e)'+1Z), y > 0, (34) 

where the zi's were independent and took on values 0 and 1 each with probability 0.5. A 
random sample ui, i = 1,... ,M, from N(T0, (2) with T? = 300.0 and a = 80.0 was 
then drawn, and censoring time Ti obtained by Ti = ui AT 0. The set {(yi, xi, zi) : yi } 'i} 
is taken as the observed (primary) data; the size of this set is denoted by m. In addition, 
supplementary followup data were simulated as follows. We randomly selected items 
with probability pf from the M -m items with yi > Ti. The (t1i,zi)'s for the selected 
items play the role of a followup sample. We considered pf equal to 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20. 

We present simulation results for three models, given by (34) with 

(Po, P, 6) = (-8.6, 1.0, 1.0), (-15.8, 1.0, 2.5), (-17.6, 1.0, 2.5). 
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TABLE 1: Estimated standard deviations of the estimates in three cases.a 

Case I Case II Case III 

Method p o?b 01 j2 0o a1 02 o0 0i1 2 

LT 0.560 1.640 0.095 0.626 0.615 0.125 6.294 4.279 0.176 

LI 0.304 0.123 0.051 0.407 0.078 0.072 0.984 0.163 0.173 

Lc 0.303 0.118 0.051 0.402 0.067 0.071 0.982 0.159 0.172 
Lf 0.20 0.307 0.134 0.051 0.415 0.093 0.073 0.984 0.172 0.173 

0.10 0.311 0.153 0.051 0.426 0.118 0.075 0.989 0.188 0.173 
0.05 0.316 0.178 0.051 0.435 0.148 0.076 0.997 0.210 0.174 

PS 0.20 0.305 0.134 0.051 0.422 0.094 0.074 0.986 0.173 0.173 
0.10 0.308 0.151 0.051 0.432 0.116 0.075 0.990 0.186 0.174 
0.05 0.315 0.188 0.052 0.489 0.168 0.085 1.023 0.222 0.180 

ES 0.20 0.306 0.134 0.051 0.420 0.094 0.074 0.984 0.173 0.173 
0.10 0.309 0.154 0.051 0.441 0.121 0.077 0.992 0.189 0.174 
0.05 0.310 0.179 0.051 0.471 0.153 0.082 1.013 0.212 0.178 

a Cases I, II, III: (Po, 1i,6) = (-8.6, 1.0, 1.0), (-15.8, 1.0, 2.5), (-17.6, 1.0, 2.5). 
b r variance estimate: 0o = avar()o); r61; = va ; = ar(. 

These give approximate proportions m/M = 0.10, 0.25, 0.05, respectively. For each 
case, the two approaches based on the estimating functions (12) and (15) were used to 
estimate the parameters and to compute estimates of the asymptotic covariance matrices 
for V/-M(o - Po, Pi - PI,, 6- ), as discussed in Section 3.2. Newton's method was used 
to solve PS(O) = 0 and ES(O) = 0. 

In our simulations we also investigated maximum-likelihood estimation based on the 
truncated data likelihood LT(O) (11), the likelihood of the primary data L(0, G) (7) 
assuming G(.) known, the conditional likelihood of the primary data with a followup 
sample LS(O) (19), and the censored data likelihood Lc(O), which the score function 
CS(0) in (13) is based on. Estimation based on Ll(0, G) and Lc(O) cannot be used in 
the situations we consider in the previous sections, since they require knowledge of G(.) 
and the covariates xi for all i = 1,.... M, respectively. However, we included them in the 
simulation in order to investigate the extent to which the methods discussed in the paper 
recover this missing information. Table 1 shows variance estimates of the likelihood 
estimators, Ops, and OES based on a single simulated sample for each set of parameter 
values (Po, pi, ). We can see that the likelihood LTr(), based solely on the truncated 
data, is uninformative about the regression parameters compared to the other methods, 
which utilize supplementary information. This agrees with results of Kalbfleisch and 
Lawless (1988a) in a simpler setting, and indicates the utility of supplementary data. 
We also found in this example and in other simulations that the likelihood method 
based on Lf(0) behaved similarly to the pseudolikelihood estimating-function methods. 

Consequently, to conserve space we will present the simulation results only for the two 
likelihood methods based on L1(0,G) and Lc(O), and the estimating-function methods 
based on (12) and (15). 

Tables 2-5 show results based on 100 repetitions of the simulation for each set of 
parameter values. The sample means of the parameter estimates obtained by different 
methods are shown in Table 2. Table 3 gives the sample standard deviations of the 
estimates. We see that all of the estimators have small bias relative to the standard 
deviations. Table 3 reveals that the estimating-function methods are effective. Using 
a supplementary sample of only 5% (pf = 0.05) gives very informative inferences, 
and once the supplementary-sample fraction rises to 20%, the estimates for Po and 6 
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TABLE 2: Sample means of the estimates in three cases.a 

Case I Case II Case III 

Method p Po PI 6 Po P 6 Po Pi 6 

Li -8.637 0.995 1.006 -15.762 0.999 2.494 -17.608 1.003 2.535 
LC -8.641 1.000 1.006 -15.769 0.997 2.496 -17.685 0.989 2.518 
PS 0.20 -8.643 0.999 1.007 -15.762 0.989 2.495 -17.708 0.983 2.521 

0.05 -8.641 1.007 1.006 -15.789 0.988 2.501 -17.686 0.977 2.517 
ES 0.20 -8.641 0.997 1.007 -15.768 0.990 2.497 -17.718 0.984 2.523 

0.05 -8.634 1.003 1.005 -15.794 0.991 2.501 -17.749 0.989 2.529 

a Cases I, II, III: (Po, Pi, ) = (-8.6, 1.0, 1.0), (-15.8, 1.0, 2.5), (-17.6, 1.0, 2.5). 

TABLE 3: Sample standard deviations of the estimates in three cases.a 

Case I Case II Case III 

Method p aob i 62 0o (t (2 60 (1 62 

Li 0.336 0.113 0.058 0.370 0.076 0.066 0.879 0.153 0.154 

Lc 0.334 0.107 0.058 0.363 0.063 0.065 0.875 0.141 0.146 
PS 0.20 0.338 0.122 0.058 0.388 0.101 0.069 0.859 0.155 0.147 

0.05 0.345 0.176 0.058 0.484 0.160 0.087 0.908 0.195 0.155 
ES 0.20 0.334 0.122 0.057 0.402 0.102 0.071 0.875 0.154 0.150 

0.05 0.342 0.180 0.057 0.492 0.159 0.087 0.963 0.202 0.165 

a Cases I, II, III: (Po, Pi,6) = (-8.6, 1.0, 1.0), (-15.8, 1.0, 2.5), (-17.6, 1.0, 2.5). 
b Var = Sample variance from the 100 repetitions: do = V/-r(fo), 6 = Vv"dr(pl), 0o = V//(). 

based on (12) and (15) are nearly as efficient as those based on Li(O,G) and LC(O), 
which require full information about censoring times and covariates. The estimates of 
the regression coefficient Pi have standard deviations about 25% higher than those from 
Lc(O) when m/M is smaller (cases I and III) and about 80-90% higher when m/M is 
larger (case II). This is consistent with the simulation results presented in Kalbfleisch 
and Lawless (1988a). We also observe that no matter whether censoring is heavy (case 
III with m/M = 0.05) or moderate (case II with m/M = 0.25), the relative behaviour 
of the proposed methods is similar. Table 3 also shows that increasing the size of the 
supplementary sample (in particular, going from p = 0.05 to p = 0.20) makes a bigger 
difference for estimation of the regression coefficient p1 than for the parameters Po and 
6 in (34). 

Tables 4 and 5 investigate the adequacy of variance estimation (Section 3.2) and the 
asymptotic normal approximations, which one would use to obtain confidence intervals or 
tests for parameters. We give in Table 4 the sample variances of the parameter estimates, 
and the sample means of the variance estimates described in Section 3.2, from the 100 
repetitions obtained for each of the cases on which Tables 2 and 3 are based. To conserve 
space we include Lc(O) but exclude LI(0, G), since they give similar results. Also, we 
give results only for p = 0.05; results for p = 0.20 are comparable. The sample variances 
are close to the corresponding sample means of the variance estimates. In Table 5, 
for the same cases we present the frequencies with which the standardized statistics 
Zo = (Po - Po)/Io0, Zi = (P1 - Pl)/I!, Z2 = (8 - )/&2 are less than or equal to the 
standard-normal-distribution 5, 25, 50, 75 and 95th percentiles. Here, 6o, 61 and 52 are 
the estimated standard derivations for Po, BI and 8 described in Section 3.2. Given the 
small number of samples (100) for each case, the frequencies are reasonably close to 
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TABLE 4: Comparison of sample variances and variance estimates.a 

Case I Case II Case III 

Method Quantityb o P,i Po Pi 5 o Pi 8 

Lc var 0.1152 0.0115 0.0034 0.1320 0.0040 0.0042 0.7655 0.0200 0.0214 

var 0.0979 0.0145 0.0028 0.1617 0.0046 0.0050 0.9174 0.0251 0.0283 

PS(p = 0.05) var 0.1189 0.0310 0.0034 0.2339 0.0256 0.0075 0.8236 0.0382 0.0240 

var 0.1064 0.0342 0.0029 0.2149 0.0247 0.0065 0.9669 0.0451 0.0298 

ES(p = 0.05) var 0.1172 0.0325 0.0032 0.2423 0.0252 0.0076 0.9274 0.0408 0.0271 

var 0.1066 0.0342 0.0029 0.2395 0.0254 0.0073 0.9854 0.0468 0.0304 

a Cases I, , II, III: (Po,Pi,8) =(-8.6, 1.0, 1.0), (-15.8, 1.0, 2.5), (-17.6, 1.0, 2.5). 
b var = sample mean of the variance estimates from the 100 repetitions; var = sample variance from the 100 

repetitions. 

TABLE 5: Frequenciesa of Zo, Zi, Z2 < q(5), q(25), q(50), q(75), q(95). 

Case I Case II Case III 

Method Quantityb 5 25 50 75 95 5 25 50 75 95 5 25 50 75 95 

Lc Zo 6 28 54 77 92 220 41 75 98 2 28 50 80 96 
Zi 5 20 48 81 98 3 30 53 77 96 5 25 58 79 98 
Z2 7 21 48 71 94 2 25 55 80 97 2 20 48 75 99 

PS(p=0.05) Zo 4 27 58 77 93 4 26 48 70 94 3 26 53 78 96 
Zi 4 20 50 74 94 6 24 53 82 95 7 26 57 79 97 
Z2 7 24 49 73 92 8 26 52 73 96 2 20 43 76 98 

ES(p=0.05) Zo 4 27 56 78 93 4 24 48 76 95 7 26 55 79 97 
Zi 7 24 53 72 94 2 28 53 83 93 5 26 55 77 97 
Z2 7 23 49 74 93 5 28 53 74 96 2 19 43 74 94 

a q(5), q(25),... are quantiles of the standard normal distribution. 
b Zo = (o, - Po)/0o, Zi = (p1 - P1I)/6, Z2 = ( - -)/02. 

the expected values 5, 25, 50, 75 and 95. In addition, Q-Q plots of the 100 standardized 
statistics for each case show the pivotals to be approximately normal. These results 
suggest that the asymptotic approximations are, for the cases considered, sufficiently 
accurate for practical purposes. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we have noted the general structure of two approaches to pseudolikelihood 
estimation with missing data, and have studied their theoretical properties and finite- 
sample behaviour for a specific class of censored response-time problems. Our results 
indicate that for these problems the two types of methods are effective and comparable 
with respect to efficiency. They also perform well relative to "ordinary" maximum- 
likelihood estimation procedures. We observe that, in the situations with supplementary 
followup data, the methods based on PS(8) of (12) are somewhat more complicated to 
implement than those using ES(@) of (15), primarily because variance estimation (see 
Section 3.2) is more complicated. On the other hand, for such situations with no covariate 
and independent censoring, ES(0) requires observation of censoring times for units in 
01, but PS(0) does not. However, both methods are relatively straightforward. 

As noted earlier, variation of these approaches have been applied previously in connec- 
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tion with missing covariate data; Carroll et al. (1995) contains a partial review. Extensive 

comparisons of methods have not been made except for some situations involving cate- 

gorical responses. However, these results and theoretical results of Robins et al. (1994, 
1995) suggest that the pseudolikelihood methods could be rather inefficient relative to 
full semiparametric maximum likelihood, particularly when the missing data mechanism 
is known and the missing and observed covariates are highly correlated. Robins et al. 
(1994, 1995) discuss improved estimating-function methods for such cases. In our sim- 
ulations, xi was independent of (yi,zi) and the pseudolikelihood methods were quite 
efficient. Broader investigations would be useful. 

APPENDIX. PROOFS OF ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 

The proofs below utilize approaches similar to those of Inagaki (1973), and Gong and 

Samaniego (1981). 
Let 

((yi, xi; 0) = I(yi V Ai) logf(yi|xi; O) + I(yi E Ai) log P( Yi E Ai; 0), 

T(yi, xi; ) = I(yi ?Ai) logf(yi,|x; ) + I(yi E A,) log P( Yi e Ai|xi; 9). 

We assume the following regularity conditions hold, where partial derivatives are denoted 

by using subscript notation, for example, (oee = a2(/a82; also let P(x; ) = P( Yi E 

Ailxi = x; 0) and P(9) = P( Yi E Ai; ) = J P(x; 0) dG(x): 

(Al) For all y E y and x E X, the following partial derivatives exist: 4e, ee00, 0ee0, 
Te, Tee, TIee, VO EA. 

(A2) Interchanges of differentiation and integration off are valid for first, second and 
third derivatives with respect to 0. 

(A3) lPs(0o) = E-O(,,G eT and XEs(Oo) = ,-eToTT exist and are positive 
definitive, VO E A. 

(A4) Each element of (Dee and YOeee is bounded by an integrable function for all 
0 E A. We symbolize this as 

|io0 I < H(y, x), IT'I' I < H(y, x) VO EA, 

where E {H( Y, X)} exists. 
(A5) P(x; ), P(x; )e, P(x; 0)e, P(x; 0)o are bounded measurable functions with 

respect to x, and uniformly continuous functions with respect to 0 E A. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Let 0 E A be fixed. We have by Taylor expansion of PS(O) of 

(12) about the point 00: 

PS() =PS(S(0) + a() (9 - oo)+ 
I ( -_ T a() ( - 0o), (35) 

axA =eo 
2a2 

X=4 

with t E A and ||1 - o11 < 110 - Ooll. Notice that 

PS()= {PS(o)-S(o; G)} = M- m aogP a) 

Because of (A5) and (21), each element of lA'ps(Oo)/A l , I = 0, 1,2, converges almost 

surely to zero when M -- oo, since (M - m)/M < 1. By recalling the properties of the 
score function S(0; G), and noting (A4) and (A5), we know that, as M -- oo, 

I PS(0) a.s. 0, aPS(X) a.s. = - 1 PS(xo) - Y(ps(Oo), M M P 9=o 
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and 

1 aA9PS() < E {H(Y, X)} +I, a.s., (36) M alX2 (36) 

when 10 - Ooll is small enough, where I is a matrix of ones with the same dimension as 
H(y, x). Now let e > 0 be given, such that 01 = 00 - e1 and 02 = 00 + f lie in A, (36) 
holds, and e < IlT EH( Y, X) + I}I11/211Ips(Oo)lI1, where 1 is the p-dimensional vector 
with every component being 1. Then, by (35), 

- PS(01)- ps(0o)l < - PS(0o) +e (M +cPs(0o) 1 
M -M M h x=o ) 

+2 I 32ps(x) 1 
+2 1 M a 2 ) =1 

< 
3 

II;Ps(0o)I||, a.s., 

and 

1PS(02)+ eps(0o)l < PS(00) + (f 
1 

+ Ps(o))i M-- M kM =AOo 
2 

IT 
I 

a2Ps(X) ) 
2 M ax= 2 

< 4 I| ps(o)i ||, a.s., 

if M is sufficiently large. For such M, the interval 

min M PS(02), PS(0,) , max M PS(02), PS(0I) 

contains the point 0 almost surely, and hence, by the continuity of PS(0) with respect 
to 0, the interval [0o - el, 0o + elI contains a solution of PS(0) = 0 almost surely. We 
have thus proved the consistency of Ops. i 

Proof of Theorem 2. Let 0 in (35) be Ops. Thus, we have 

PS()= =-( aPS( + (I - )T a2p)sS(A - 
~aPS(0o) a 

- 
a 2 x =t) =o x=A 

Notice that 

G + M- m (a log P(0o) a log P(0o) PS(00) - S(0; G)+ voKY 
V^ 

^90 VAI M V0 ao aol 

and 

/(alogP(0) a log P(0)\ 1 /(()_ ap( aP(e) 
ae ae P (0) ae0 ao 

I a log P() 
/ 

{ (0) - P()} 
P(0) o0 
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By the strong law of large numbers, the condition (21), and the asymptotic normality 
of the score function S(90; G), we have 

1 d M-m a.s. ( as ( 1 PS(0o) N-. , s), 
M m 

P( ) P(o) M 

as M -+ oo. Furthermore, because of the condition (22), we know that PS(00)/x/M is 
asymptotically normal as M -+ oo. On the other hand, applying the results of Theorem 
1 and its proof, we have, as M -- oo, 

1 aPS(X) 1 3T2PS(X) aP.s. 
+ -(Ops - 0)T -2 A= PS 

M 2A =o2o 

since 11] - Ooll < ||ps - Ooll -- 0 almost surely. The theorem now follows in a 
straightforward way. O 

Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 may be given similarly; Appendix 1 of Hu and Lawless 
(1996) outlines the derivation. 
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